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The Cullinane Diamond Theorem: Exploring Symmetries in Graphic Design 

Abstract 

This paper examines the Cullinane diamond theorem, a principle in finite projective 

geometry that offers unexpected insights into the symmetries found in graphic 

designs. The theorem, initially formulated by Steven H. Cullinane, reveals that 

patterns built from simple geometric components, like diamonds or chevrons, 

possess inherent symmetry properties under specific transformation groups. We will 

discuss the mathematical foundations of the theorem, its relation to the Miracle 

Octad Generator, and its applications in design and the study of finite fields. 

Introduction 

Symmetry plays a vital role in art and design, contributing to a sense of balance, 

harmony, and aesthetic appeal. While often associated with classical forms, 

symmetry also manifests in surprising ways within seemingly simple graphic 

patterns. The Cullinane diamond theorem provides a mathematical framework to 

understand and predict these hidden symmetries. 

Mathematical Background 

Finite Projective Geometries: The Cullinane diamond theorem has its roots in 

finite projective geometry. A finite projective geometry PG(n, q) consists of a finite 

set of points and lines, where each line contains q + 1 points, and any two distinct 

points lie on a unique line ([1]). 

Diamond Figure: Cullinane focuses on a specific pattern called the four-diamond 

figure (D). This figure is composed of 16 tiles arranged in a 4x4 array, where each 

tile is divided diagonally into two colors ([2]). 

Transformation Group: The group G of transformations is formed by all possible 

permutations of rows, columns, and 2x2 quadrants of the diamond figure, along 

with color interchanges. The size of this group is 322,560 ([2]). 

The Cullinane Diamond Theorem 

Theorem: Any image produced by applying transformations from the group G to the 

original diamond figure (D) will possess some form of ordinary or color-interchange 

symmetry ([2]). 

Proof 

Cullinane's proof employs a decomposition technique for functions into a finite field. 

It demonstrates that the G-images of the diamond figure create an ideal within a ring 

of symmetric patterns. This ideal has 1024 patterns where any horizontal or vertical 

"cut" through the pattern remains uninterrupted ([2]). 

Connections to the Miracle Octad Generator 

The Cullinane diamond theorem shares a relationship with R.T. Curtis's Miracle Octad 

Generator (MOG). The MOG is a combinatorial structure within the study of sporadic 

simple groups with symmetry properties similar to those described by the theorem 

([3]). 

Applications 

Graphic Design: The theorem informs artistic compositions employing diamond 

and chevron-like shapes. Designers can leverage the inherent symmetries to 

generate visually pleasing and intricate patterns. 

Quilt Patterns: Many traditional quilt designs incorporate the geometries 

described by the theorem, leading to the emergence of symmetrical patterns, 

even when randomness might be involved in the selection of colors or tiles. 

Finite Fields: The Cullinane diamond theorem establishes an isomorphism 

between specific "diamond" rings and rings of matrices over GF(4), offering 

insights into the structure of finite fields ([2]). 

Conclusion 

The Cullinane diamond theorem elegantly connects abstract mathematics with the 

world of graphic design. It unveils latent symmetries embedded within basic 

geometric shapes, providing a tool for understanding and creating visually balanced 

patterns. The theorem's connections to finite fields and combinatorial structures 

highlight its significance in broader mathematical research. 
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